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A parametric study of vertical axis turbines of the H-Darrieus type is conducted using

state-of-the-art CFD and the k-ω SST RANS model in its unsteady form. Although most

parameters have previously been investigated individually, the effect of solidity, number of

blades, tip speed ratio, Reynolds number, fixed blade pitch angle and blade thickness on the

aerodynamic efficiency of the turbine is evaluated using the same performance evaluation

set-up in order to determine what would be the best aerodynamic configuration and oper-

ation parameter in a given application. The quantitative impact of 3D effects associated

to the blade aspect ratio and the use of end-plates is also investigated. For high-Reynolds

applications, optimal radius-based solidity is found to be around σ = 0.2, while higher so-

lidities show a lower maximum efficiency than what was previously published using simpler

streamtube based methods. In 3D, a small blade aspect ratio (AR = 7) leads to a relative

efficiency drop of nearly 60% compared to the 2D prediction. Longer blades improve the

3D efficiency greatly. End-plates are found to have a positive effect on power extraction

performances, as long as their size and thus their drag is limited.
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Dynamic stall
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NOMENCLATURE

α Blade angle of attack, see Fig. 3
α0 Blade pitch angle, see Fig. 3
β Force angle, see Fig. 3
η Turbine efficiency (η ≡ CP )
λ Blade Tip Speed Ratio (TSR)
ν Fluid kinetic viscosity
ω Turbine angular velocity (ω = dθ

dt
)

ρ Fluid density
σ Solidity based on turbine radius (σ = Nc/R)
θ Azimuth angle
A Swept area of the turbine (2R × H in the case of a H-Darrieus

turbine)
AR Blade Aspect Ratio AR = H/c
c Blade chord length
CP Instantaneous power coefficient, ratio of power extracted to

power available, see Eq. 1
CP Cycle-averaged power coefficient, see Eq. 2
D Drag force on a blade
FN Normal force on a blade

FT Tangential force on a blade
H Turbine height
L Lift force on a blade
M Moment around the turbine axis of rotation
N Number of blades
R Turbine radius
Re Reynolds number based on blade rotational speed (Re = Rωc/ν)
U∞ Free stream velocity

I. INTRODUCTION

The vertical-axis turbine (VAT; wind turbine: VAWT; or hydrokinetic turbine: VAHT) concept

was originally proposed by George Darrieus in the 30s1, but has not been developed since then as

much as horizontal-axis turbines (HATs), despite many interesting characteristics.

The main advantage of VATs compared to HATs is that they are axisymmetric, meaning that

an orientation mechanism is not needed whatever the upstream flow direction. On the other hand,

vibrations induced by the non-constant forces on the blades lead to a real mechanical challenge

and one of the main reasons why this design principle is not as popular as it could be among

current turbine manufacturers.
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FIG. 1. Global view of a vertical axis turbine.
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FIG. 2. Different geometric parameters and azimuth angle (θ) of a Darrieus turbine.

The power extraction performance of a VAT is governed by the following 2D parameters:

• Blade profile and chord (c)

• Number of blades: N

• Solidity based on the turbine radius: σ = Nc
R

• Tip speed ratio (TSR): λ = Rω
U∞

• Reynolds number based on blade rotational speed: Re = Rωc
ν .
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There are also various 3D parameters that influence the aerodynamic efficiency, among which

we find:

• Blade aspect ratio: AR = H
c

• Blade configuration (straight blade, helix, “eggbeater”, canted...)

• Presence and shape of end-plates and blade connecting arms.

The instantaneous power coefficient CP is defined as the ratio of the power extracted to the

power available, the power extracted being equal to the torque generated around the shaft M(θ)

multiplied by the turbine angular velocity ω:

CP (θ) =
M(θ) ω

1
2 ρ U

3
∞ A

, (1)

where A is the swept frontal area (2R×H in the case of a H-Darrieus turbine).

The aerodynamic efficiency of the turbine CP is given by the average power coefficient CP over

one revolution:

η ≡ CP =
1

2π

∫ 2π

0
Cp(θ) dθ . (2)

Different geometric parameters, force components and important geometric angles are also

defined in Figs. 2 and 3.

Simulation of such turbines over a wide range of TSR is particularly challenging because the

aerodynamics strongly depends on the turbine rotational speed. High TSRs imply low angles-of-

attack and small variations, but strong wake interferences, even in the upstream phase, whereas

low TSRs cause the blades to undergo large variations of their angles of attack and effective flow

velocities, eventually leading to dynamic stall.

Following the energy crisis in 1974, the U.S. government decided to fund a vast research program

on alternative energy sources, including wind turbines. A team at the Sandia National Labs in

Albuquerque, New Mexico, conducted a vast experimental study of the original Darrieus concept,

both on wind tunnel models and full-scale turbines. One of their full-size turbines reached nearly

40% efficiency2, which is close to a typical large HAWT (45%)3.

Early numerical models developed in the 80s by Templin at the National Research Council

Canada4, Strickland and Mays at the Sandia National Laboratories5,6 and other smaller teams7,8,

later improved by Paraschivoiu in the 90s and 2000s9, were based on double or multiple streamtubes

to attempt to predict the efficiency of Darrieus turbines. While they provide a good prediction of
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a. Detail of torque generation (M)

from a blade in a vertical axis turbine.

b. Details of the pitch angle (α0), angle of attack (α)

and force angle (β) of a turbine blade. Angles are

defined counter-clockwise.

FIG. 3. Detail of forces and various angles on a turbine blade.

the performances observed at high TSRs, they tend to over-estimate the efficiency level at lower

tip speed ratios. This has been widely confirmed by recent wind tunnel experiments on small-scale

wind turbines by Howell et al.10,11 and Armstrong et al.12, whose high-solidities turbines (around

σ = 0.5 and above) could not reach the efficiency value above 40% predicted by these models. Wa-

ter channel experiments performed by MAVI Innovations13 and later published by Li and Calisal14

also confirmed this lack of efficiency for medium to high solidities turbines. All these small scale

experiments, with a certain degree of flow confinement, show a measured efficiency between 25%

and 30%.

More up-to-date CFD simulations have been carried out, often in parallel with small-scale

experiments, for example by Ferreira et al.15, who explored the different turbulence models avail-

able, along with space and time discretization, while using PIV to validate their choices. They

tested time discretization up to 0.25◦ per time-step (1440 time-steps/cycle), and two various grid

refinements. However, their numerical results showed no numerical independence, demonstrating

the need for a proper numerical approach to the problem. Another example is the simulations pre-

sented by Howell and al.10, using k-ε for turbulence modeling, albeit with a modified wall function

to account for the low Reynolds numbers (Re = 30000, Re = 34000 and Re = 39000) associated

with the small-scale turbine. Their results show a reasonable agreement with the experimental

results, and a decreasing gap between the two methods when the Reynolds number increases.

Finally, Castelli et al.16 recently proposed a new performance prediction model based on CFD,

also based on validation from a small-scale turbine. Their goal was to reduce the computational
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cost of the method by combining CFD and the simpler blade element method to determine the

power curve. The proposed model tend to show a good agreement with their wind tunnel data, but

the choice of turbulent model (k-ε with modified wall function) and the time discretization used

(360 times-steps per cycle), while giving acceptable results in a low Reynolds confined configura-

tion, could create problems in more challenging cases with higher Reynolds numbers and no flow

confinement. All these results however are only validated with small Reynolds number turbines, in

partially confined wind tunnels, and while they show the potential of efficiency prediction using a

CFD approach, they do not give significant results and are not used as a tool to refine the design

of full-size vertical axis turbines.

Finally, the effect of a majority of the parameters studied here has already been explored in

previous studies. For example, Templin4 published performance predictions with varying solidities

as early as 1974, based on multiple streamtubes modelisation. A later publication by Marini et al.17

focused more on the effect of the Reynolds number on σ = 0.4 and σ = 0.15 turbines, still using

both a momentum and a free wake vortex model. The efficiencies observed matched Templin’s

observations, with a σ = 0.4 turbine have a predicted efficiency equal to that of a σ = 0.15 turbine,

contrary to full-scale, unconfined observations by the Sandia National Laboratories. Rawlings18

then Li and Calisal14 also used a vortex method to evaluate the effect of the blade aspect ratio,

and determined that blades with AR = 72 reach 95% of the efficiency of their 2D counterpart.

Recent publications by Tjiu et al.19,20 do a good review of the effect of various 3D configurations,

showing the unexploited potential of vertical axis turbines compared to horizontal axis turbines.

A coupled fluid-structure approach, combining a discrete vortex method for the fluid and a finite

element analysis for the blade was explored by Li et al.21 to study the relationship between the

turbine aspect ratio and the deflection of the blades. While the fluid modelisation is simpler than

full Navier-Stokes solvers, the results presented give a good idea of how far designers can go in

terms of turbine aspect ratio.

The present paper seeks to refresh and precise the current knowledge of the effect of each

parameter on the aerodynamic efficiency of the turbine through carefully conducted, high Reynolds

number, 2D and 3D CFD unconfined simulations, giving efficiency values closer to the reality than

what was predicted by earlier models, especially when it comes to the solidity effect. By having a

fixed modelisation approach, the effect of each parameter and the associated predicted efficiency

values can be compared from one to another. We also aim to develop a better understanding of

its basic aerodynamics and to estimate the 3D finite-span effects with complete 3D low AR CFD

simulations in order to confirm Li and Calisal results, and test if the presence of end-plates could

improve the global efficiency of the turbine, despite the large sensitivity of the Darrieus principle

to drag.
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II. SIMULATION METHOD

A. Numerics

In the present study, the numerical simulations are performed with the commercial finite-

volume code ANSYS FLUENT22. The simulations are conducted using the SIMPLE (Semi-

Implicit Method for Pressure-Linked Equations) velocity-pressure coupling algorithm. Second order

schemes are used for pressure, momentum, turbulent kinetic energy (k) and specific dissipation rate

(ω) formulations. A second order implicit scheme is used for time integration. Absolute conver-

gence criteria are set to 10−5 for each variable (continuity, velocity components, turbulence kinetic

energy and specific dissipation rate).

B. Turbulence modeling

Several turbulence models exist, among which Spalart-Allmaras, k-ε and k-ω are the most

commonly used for engineering applications. The k-ω SST (Shear Stress Transport) model is a

combination of the last two: k-ω model is used near the walls whereas the far field is resolved

using k-ε. While k-ε uses a wall function to resolve the boundary layer, the other two models

solve the Reynolds-averaged Navier Stokes equations up to the wall. This means the mesh density

near the walls has to be adapted in order to be able to capture all of the viscous sublayer of the

boundary layer. A commonly used criterion is the y+ factor, which needs to be of order 1 for a

model without wall function, and around 40 for a model using one (the precise value depends on

the wall function used).

Azimuth angle  [deg]

C
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SA strain based
k  SST w/ low Re
Transition SST

FIG. 4. Turbulence modelling behaviour at high TSR (λ = 4.25) for a turbine with σ = 0.5486 and

3 blades (CP illustrated here is for one blade only) operating past the peak efficiency occurring at

λ ≈ 3.00, with Re = 2.55 × 105.
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FIG. 5. Turbulence modelling behaviour of the same turbine at low TSR (λ = 2.55), below peak

efficiency, and Re = 1.5 × 105.

a. Spalart-Allmaras. b. k-ω SST with low

Reynolds correction.

c. Transition SST.

FIG. 6. Comparison of the contours of turbulent viscosity ratio at λ = 2.55 for different turbulence

models.

In most cases where the boundary layer stays attached to the body, k-ε yields results similar

to the other models while using a coarser mesh near the walls, which reduces the time needed to

complete the calculations. However, in cases with boundary layer separations and dynamic stalls

such as one observes in low TSRs cases, a wall function isn’t appropriate to capture all the physical

phenomena taking place in this important part of the flow field, and results are often off from

reality15,16,23.

Resolving the Navier-Stokes equations up to the walls is costly mesh-wise, but this kind of

turbulence modelling has led to better agreement with experimental data, especially in oscillating

airfoils and dynamic stall problems, or more generally in cases with boundary layer separations23.

A brief comparison of three popular turbulence models, Spalart-Allmaras with modified pro-

duction term (strain-based24,25), k-ω SST with low Reynolds corrections (damping of the turbulent

viscosity22) and Transition SST has been made on the same turbine case (σ = 0.5486, 3 blades,
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NACA0012 profile). Resulting instantaneous power coefficients for each model are shown in Figs. 4

and 5. The first comparison is made at high TSR (4.25), for which the theoretical angles of attack

(α) vary moderately (from −14◦ to 14◦). The second one is made at low TSR (2.55), implying a

high theoretical variation of α (from −24◦ to 24◦) and consequently dynamic stall. As expected,

the behaviour of the different models is quite similar in the high tip speed ratio case (Fig. 4), while

results in the low tip speed ratio example (Fig. 5) vary significantly from one model to the other.

The main factor explaining these differences is the generation of turbulent viscosity, as illustrated

in Fig. 6. The SA strain-based model generates around 10 times less turbulent viscosity than k-ω

SST or Transition SST, resulting in a more chaotic flow field inside the turbine, and no statistical

convergence of the instantaneous torque from cycle to cycle. It does not necessarily mean that the

simulation is not representative of the reality, but from an engineering standpoint where one wants

to compare a lot of different configurations and have an idea of the ideal parametric configuration,

it is important to use a model that gives consistent results while being reasonably cheap to run.

The simulation of a great number of turbine cycles is necessary in order to average the power

output with this turbulence model. The Transition SST model gives similar results to k-ω SST

in terms of cycle-averaged torque, but is less robust in some of the configurations tested. In the

end, considering all its advantages in terms of dynamic stall representation and its relative low cost

to run a full simulation, the k-ω SST model has been chosen to carry out the present parametric

study.

C. Mesh and calculation strategy

The mesh is a critical part of a CFD simulation for engineering purposes. It has to be light

enough so that the calculation is affordable, but also fine enough so that each important physical

phenomena is well captured and simulated. The particular conditions observed in vertical axis

turbines require high mesh densities not only at the blades but also inside the rotor to avoid

damping the wakes of the blade for the downstream part of the cycle, as demonstrated by Zadeh

et al.26.

The idea here is to have a mesh that can be adapted to various configurations. Mesh interfaces

(Fig. 7) are used between the calculation domain and the rotating turbine, and also between

the “rotor” and the smaller blade area(s). The mesh zones that include the blades are identical

between all the simulations in this work, ensuring that the boundary layer behaviour is similar

between the various cases. The different mesh zones used for the present simulations are illustrated

in Fig. 7 while various mesh details are shown in Fig. 8.
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Unless otherwise specified (e.g., low rotational speed validation using Armstrong results12), the

exterior domain in 2D is a square whose side is 1500 chord length. This has been checked to ensure

that there is negligible blockage effect on the turbine.

FIG. 7. Identification of the different mesh zones. The diameter of the rotor zone varies with the

turbine radius. Red and blue lines are general mesh interfaces, allowing dynamic pitch motion.

FIG. 8. Various details of the mesh.
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Boundary conditions consist in two symmetry planes (top and bottom), a uniform mean pres-

sure on the outlet boundary, and a uniform velocity on the inlet boundary with magnitude U∞.

The flow is quiet and clean at the inlet boundary with 0.1% turbulent intensity and 0.001c turbu-

lent length scale, yielding νt/ν ≈ 0.05.

A y+ value of order 1 is sought at the blades in order to properly capture the boundary layer in

non-separated conditions. The worst case scenario (high TSR, hence high Reynolds number and

thin boundary layers) was used to determine the boundary layer thickness and thus the required

cell’s scaling. This implies that maximum y+ is around 1 in high TSRs cases (λ = 7 and above)

and smaller than 1 in lower rotational speed cases.

The number of nodes on each blade section is 360, but low TSR results have shown that it was

not enough in deep-stall cases, probably due to difficulties in the prediction of the boundary layer

separation position and in the resolution of the separation bubble. Finer meshes were tested in

such conditions, with a lot more points (up to 700) on the blade section and finer boundary layer

meshes, but no rigorous mesh-independence has formally been obtained as was the case for larger

TSRs. Mesh sizes and typical calculation times associated with these meshes are shown in Table I.

A 3D mesh is also created based on an extrusion of the 2D mesh. Half the blade span is

meshed in 3D and a symmetry boundary condition is imposed on the mid-plane. The spanwise

discretization is uniform in the central part of the blade, close to the symmetry plane, while the

last 0.5c length from the wingtip is refined. A first mesh was tested with 13 spanwise nodes per

chord length on the central part, and a refinement close to the tip/end-plate with a y+ value

of 2. A second, coarser mesh, was tested with 7 spanwise nodes per chord length in the central

part and y+ = 7 at the wing tip, and showed no noticeable differences in the results along the cycle.

TABLE I. Comparison of the 2D mesh sizes tested and size of the 3D mesh used.

Mesh Blade nodes Total elements Typical calculation time

2D 360 ≈ 150000 2 days for 10 turbine cycles (8 CPUs)

3D 360 7 to 20 millions 30 to 90 days for 10 turbine cycles (64 CPUs)

Time step is expressed here on a per cycle basis. A quick comparison showed that around 1000

time steps per cycle were sufficient in most cases, but in particular instances needed up to 5000

to reach result independence. For this reason, this conservative value is used in all 2D simulations

in order to avoid undesired effects on the flow field. For the 3D experiments (focused on high

efficiency cases, with tip speed ratios higher than the optimum value, hence with no massive stall
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on the blades), we use the 1000 time steps per cycle value after verifying the results convergence

with a 2500 time steps per cycle simulation. Other research groups have used much coarser time

steps (e.g., around 360 time steps per cycle16), but our calculations showed that at such low values,

result independence is not achieved with the present modelling approach.

A minimum number of rotations is necessary to ensure that a repeatable power extraction

cycle is achieved, but this number is case-dependant and must be assessed for each simulation by

comparing the CP signal cycle to cycle. For example, high speed, unstalled case (λ = 6.38) of a low

solidity (σ = 0.1819) three-blade turbine needs around 10 complete turbine cycles to reach cycle-

averaged torque convergence. Other low speed cases need in excess of 20 turbine rotations to reach

it. In all simulations presented here, cycle-averaged convergence was reached before accumulating

data and statistics.

D. Model validation

1. High TSR, low solidity

High tip speed ratios (λ = 4 to 6) are the least challenging cases to simulate because the blades

never actually reach too large effective angles of attack, hence never encounter stall. Since k-ω SST

was developed for aeronautic applications, the results are expected to be satisfactory. However,

good and reliable data on test turbines operating in this range of TSR are rare. The solidity

needs to be low (σ from 0.1 to 0.2) to present a performance peak around λ = 5. This means

high ratio of turbine radius to blade chord. The best example of such a turbine is the 5m Sandia

Tip speed ratio 

C
p

2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0 6.0 7.0 8.0
0.00

0.10

0.20

0.30

0.40

0.50

Experiments
2D simulations

FIG. 9. Comparison of the experimental results for the Sandia 5m turbine, and 2D simulations of

a three-blade, σ = 0.1829 turbine.
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test turbine2, which has 3 blades and mid-height solidity of σ = 0.1829, but has the shape of the

original Darrieus, i.e., the “egg-beater” shape.

It has been shown that around the peak efficiency, most of the power is extracted in the central,

almost straight-blade, area. In fact, most of original Darrieus turbines used three-part blades,

with only the center, high local radius part, being profiled, the extremities only serving the role

of connecting arms. The Sandia 5m turbine, however, used fully profiled blades. Because of that,

a 2D simulation should give good results around the peak efficiency. At lower speeds, the power

extraction is more evenly distributed along the turbine height, with upper and lower parts of the

turbine having higher local solidities, hence being more efficient at these lower TSRs.

Results are presented in Fig. 9. As expected, the optimal tip speed ratio is relatively well

represented. However, at lowers TSRs, the efficiency predicted by the 2D numerical simulation

drops faster than the experimental data, due to the “egg-beater” shape of the turbine. The gap

between experiments and 2D simulations is primarily the result of 3D effects, and a 20% difference,

measured here around the peak, is not inconsiderate, as discussed in section III C 1.

2. Low TSR, high solidity

Low tip speed ratios (λ = 1 to 3) are far more difficult to simulate because of the high instanta-

neous angles of attack reached by the blades (see Eq. 3 and Fig. 13), combined with highly varying

relative flow velocities. This leads to boundary layer separation and occurrence of dynamic stall

in parts of the blade cycle for such cases.

Tip speed ratio 
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0.50

FIG. 10. Comparison of the experimental results and 2D simulations of a three-blade turbine, in

the −6◦ fixed pitch configuration with σ = 0.915.
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Turbines operating in this range of TSR perform better with higher solidity (typically around

0.5), either by an increased number of blades or a reduced turbine radius. Examples of such

turbines are more common in the literature as they are easier to manufacture and fit more easily

in a wind tunnel or a water channel.

In this article, the simulations are compared to wind tunnel experiments by Armstrong et al.12

whose straight-blades turbine has a solidity σ = 0.915 and a peak efficiency CP = 0.27 at λ = 1.6

and Re = 5.0× 105. It was tested at the University of Waterloo Live Fire Research Facility, whose

dimensions and characteristics are described by Devaud et al.27. Our numerical domain size and

boundary conditions have been modified for this particular case to match the experimental rig,

albeit only in 2D.

They also provided results12 with various pitch angles (3◦, 0◦, −3◦, −6◦, −9◦ and −12◦) that

can be used to further validate the model, with −6◦ being the optimal configuration in this case.

Results of the simulations are presented in Fig. 10. Again, conditions for peak efficiency are

well predicted despite the overestimation of the 2D simulations. Low TSRs, before the optimal

value of λ = 1.6 were not simulated here, except for the λ = 0.70 case, which gave a cycle-averaged

efficiency CP = 0.02, lower than what is observed on the test turbine. Low speed simulations of

other configurations of this turbine (with no pitch angle α0, see Fig. 3) showed the same behaviour

as in the Sandia 5m simulation (Fig. 9), with the experimental curve being slightly higher than

the simulation one.

Further discussion on the effect of the pitch angle α0 is presented in the next section. The

important thing to note here is that the model has a good behaviour past the optimal TSR, with

an almost constant relative gap between the 2D simulations and 3D experimental results. This

difference is mainly due to the various 3D effects present in the laboratory and also due to the

particular shape of the “wind tunnel” used, with a ceiling high above the testing plane, and ground

proximity.

E. Modelling limitations

Deep wing stall is always a challenge in CFD, so it’s not unexpected that the simulations give

poor matching of experimental data in theses cases, with lower efficiencies than what is observed

in real turbines. On the other hand, they tend to give quite good estimations of the TSR where

peak efficiency is obtained, and higher TSRs behaviour is in accordance with the experimental

results.
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The differences between 2D simulation predictions and real, 3D turbine performances are the

result of 3D effects14. It depends on several factors, including the turbine shape and its surround-

ings, so it is complex and risky to extrapolate an efficiency value for a particular real turbine based

solely on 2D results. However, the qualitative impact of varying 2D parameters should be well

modelled and quite representative of the real 3D physics.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Flow topology within the turbine

The power-extraction performance of each blade within a VAT is strongly linked to the effective

flow conditions seen by the rotating blades. These effective conditions are characterized by the

instantaneous effective velocity (magnitude and direction) and the instantaneous angle of attack.

A reliable description of the actual flow around each blade is important when seeking methods to

improve the global efficiency through the control of instantaneous blade angle.

1. Velocity magnitude and direction

The easiest assumption that can be made about the flow field across a VAT is to consider it

uniform and equal to U∞. This assumption is however too simplistic. Indeed, a turbine blade

makes 2 passes in the same streamtube every machine rotation. In the first one, it extracts energy,

thus reducing the kinetic energy available downstream by reducing the velocity magnitude. This

is represented in Fig. 11.

FIG. 11. Velocity magnitude contours and streamtube for a three-blade turbine with σ = 0.5486

and λ = 2.75. U∞ is equal to 1 m/s.
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This reduction in velocity, associated with the extraction of energy, also implies that the stream-

tube expands while flowing through the turbine. This creates transverse velocities, also affecting

the angles of attack, even in the upstream phase.

Another important point is that the flow velocity reduction is not symmetrical, as shown in

Fig. 12. A drop in velocity magnitude is only observed downstream where the blade actually

extracts energy, meaning that when it stalls, no significant drop in magnitude is noticeable down-

stream. If the TSR increases, the angles of attack drop, reducing stall, while the average relative

velocity increases. It means that the turbine extracts more power during the first pass, eventually

creating a low velocity area about the size of the turbine when no stall is observed. This decrease

in available energy lowers the lift forces on the second pass, but also decreases the drag.

In the end, the best configurations are often those that extract most energy on the first 180◦

of the cycle (see the difference between Figs. 4 and 5 for example), with the second part creating

considerably lower efforts on the blades due to the low local velocities and angles of attack.

FIG. 12. Detail of the unstalled and stalled part of the cycle, linked to the velocity magnitude

downstream.
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2. Angle of attack: theory versus simulations

The instantaneous angle of attack can be estimated with Eq. 3, under the assumption of a

uniform free stream velocity in the axial direction:

α[rad] = arctan

(
sin(θ)

λ+ cos(θ)

)
. (3)

An example of these estimated angles of attack refered to here as “theoretical”, for different

TSRs is given in Fig. 13, which shows that the blades of a turbine operating at low tip speed ratios

encounter much higher angles of attack than a turbine operating at high tip speed ratios. In the

λ = 5.10 case, the theoretical angle of attack is never higher than the static stall angle for the

profiles tested here (αstall ≈ 13◦).

θ

α

λ

λ

λ

α

FIG. 13. Theoretical instantaneous angle of attack in a Darrieus turbine for different tip speed

ratios (λ).

θ

α

FIG. 14. Comparison between corrected theoretical angle of attack (flow velocity divided by 2 in

the downstream part), and measured angle of attack from CFD simulation. Tip speed ratio is

λ = 2.5 with a three-blade σ = 0.5486 turbine.
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In cases where the turbine extracts significant power from the flow, we improved accuracy by

using a reduced flow speed for the return part of the cycle, for example 0.5 × U∞. This would

actually divide the angle of attack by 2 in the downstream part of the cycle, as shown by the

theory curve of Fig. 14. This correcting factor would depend of course on the amount of power

extracted in the first, upstream pass.

Even though the angle of attack is formally defined as the angle between the airfoil chord and

the flow direction far from the foil, it is possible to extract a “local” angle of attack from the

CFD data, by considering the average flow direction and magnitude along the blade path at a

virtual point located two chord length ahead of the blade on its trajectory. This method gives

a good estimate of what the real effective angle of attack of the blade is as shown in Fig. 14

which corresponds to a low-speed case where stall and boundary layer separation occur. Detailed

explanations of this method are presented in Ref [28]28. Significant differences between theory and

simulations in the 180◦ to 240◦ range are thus expected, and are due to the turbulence and the

surplus in kinetic energy available (creating more drag) linked to the stalling blade in the upstream

phase.

The other difference between theory and simulation in Fig. 14 is the more or less constant gap

in the upstream part of the cycle. This is due to the global blockage effect induced by the turbine,

that affects the flow upstream of it. The relative velocity seen by the blade is not exactly U∞, but

a slightly lower velocity with a slight angle, since some of the flow tends to go around the turbine

and not through it. More energy extracted means greater blockage.

B. 2D parametric study

1. Effect of the solidity

Earlier models based on multiple streamtubes were used in the 80s to make a global para-

metric study, especially on the effect of solidity σ4,6,29. These models predict CPmax ≥ 0.4 even

for high solidity turbines (σ ≈ 0.5). However, such good performances have not been achieved

experimentally for turbines with high solidities10,11,14,30.

Figure 15 compares the results of the present 2D simulations of three-blade turbines with various

solidities. The main difference with older theoretical models appears in the lower TSR region,

where angles of attack are large enough to actually cause dynamic stall, which reduces power

extraction. The maximum efficiency decreases when solidity increases, which is in accordance with

experimental observations. Those are 2D results which implies that actual quantitative values are

expected to be less in 3D. Three-dimensional simulations are needed to evaluate this impact, and

are discussed in section III C.
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FIG. 15. Present CFD simulation of three-blade turbines with different solidities σ.

2. Effect of the number of blades

The number of blades has an effect on the global torque. More blades leads to a smoother

torque on the shaft (less fluctuations). However, increasing the number of blades means increasing

the number of connecting shafts, hence increasing the turbine drag. It also implies that for the

same radius and blade chord, the solidity is increased dramatically, which can be detrimental in

terms of maximum efficiency. Figure 16 shows the effect of the number of blades but for a case

where solidity is maintained constant with the number of blades changing. For comparison, an

extra case where R
c is kept the same is also included. Note that in this study, the drag of possible

connecting arms is not taken into account.

As expected, increasing the number of blades while keeping the solidity constant does not

change significantly the maximum efficiency but it does reduce the fluctuations in the power ex-

tracted (Fig. 16). On the other hand, for a turbine with a fixed radius, it is preferable to reduce

the number of blades in order to decrease the solidity to achieve better efficiency, although at

higher rotational speeds. This is however only valid within a reasonable solidity range. Indeed,

a too low solidity would decrease the maximum efficiency, because each blade wake would not be

convected fast enough for the next blade to have a clean stream. This reduces the effective angle

of attack to the point that no large lift forces are created.

According to the numerical results, the optimal solidity value in the studied conditions, without

any alteration to the design (e.g., variable pitch angle), is around σ ≈ 0.2.
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FIG. 16. Effect of the number of blades on the mean and instantaneous CP in turbines with the

same solidity σ = 0.5486 or the same R/c = 16.404.

3. Effect of the blade thickness

Different symmetrical NACA profiles have been tested in a three-blade, σ = 0.5486 configura-

tion: NACA0012, NACA0015, NACA0020 and NACA0025. Results are shown in Fig. 17.

We see that increasing the blade thickness tends to enlarge the range of TSR where the turbine

extracts energy with good efficiency. Increasing it too much however, and the added drag becomes

too important and the CP values reached start to plummet.
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λ

FIG. 17. Effect of the blade thickness in a three-blade turbine with solidity σ = 0.5486.

In this case, NACA0015 is optimal compared to thinner or thicker profiles. Comparing instan-

taneous power coefficient at a particularly sensitive TSR (λ = 3, close to the rotational speed of

peak efficiency) for one of the three blades helps understand the differences between each of these

cases (Fig. 18).

On the first part of the cycle, before 90◦, NACA0012 is slightly better than the other thicknesses,

due to its lower drag. However, the sharp decline in power coefficient around 100◦ observed with

NACA0012 is the result of the blade stalling. The thicker profiles does not exhibit stall in these

operating conditions, allowing them to reach a higher mean CP value overall.

θ

FIG. 18. Instantaneous power coefficient of one of the blades in a three-blade turbine with solidity

σ = 0.5486 at λ = 3.0.
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4. Effect of a fixed pitch angle

Various experiments showed that, at least for high solidity cases, changing the pitch angle

from α0 = 0◦ to a small toe-out angle increases the efficiency of the turbine11,12. Simulations with

non-zero pitch angle α0 (see Fig. 3) have been performed for a three-blade turbine with σ = 0.5486,

and global results are shown in Fig. 19.

λ

α

α

α

α

FIG. 19. Effect of the pitch angle α0 on the efficiency of a three-blade turbine with solidity

σ = 0.5486.

The case at λ = 3.0 is the best example to help understand in which way setting a small toe-out

angle improves the efficiency of the turbine. A comparison of the corresponding instantaneous

power coefficients is presented in Fig. 20.

Setting a small amount of toe-out angle on the blade has the effect of reducing the angle

of attack in the upstream phase, and increasing it in the downstream one. Both these effects

are good for a Darrieus turbine, as the angles of attack are too high in the first pass due to the

free stream velocity, and too low (in negative values) in the second phase due to the velocity deficit.

It is clearly visible on Fig. 20 that increasing the negative pitch angle delays power extraction as

the actual angle of attack is lower. It also permits to avoid the stall that is present in the α0 = 0◦

and α0 = −1◦ cases. Finally, the power extracted in the downstream phase is slightly higher with

the largest negative pitch angle α0 = −3◦, because this turbine extracts a little bit less energy in

the upstream phase.
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FIG. 20. Instantaneous power coefficient of one of the blades of a three-blade turbine with solidity

σ = 0.5486 at λ = 3.0, for various pitch angle values.

5. Effect of the Reynolds number

The Reynolds number has a significant effect on the aerodynamics of a wing profile in general.

Larger values help delay stall and lower the drag thanks to the boundary layer being more resis-

tant to separation. It also allows slightly higher lift coefficients while reducing slightly the drag

coefficient due to the slender effective bodies of the blades.

On the simulation point of view, the only difference is that the boundary layer is thinner in a

high Reynolds number case than it is in a low one, so the mesh close to the blade has to be adapted

in order to keep the y+ value below 1. This leads to denser meshes, hence longer calculations. For

comparison purposes, single-blade turbine have thus been used here in order to keep the calculation

cost low for this particular analysis.

Simulations of a single-blade, σ = 0.1829 turbine have been carried out with two different

Reynolds numbers. The high-Reynolds turbine operates at Re = 1.5 × 106 and λ = 5.1, while the

low-Reynolds turbine operates at Re = 3 × 105 and λ = 5.1, the same as the Sandia turbine2.

Other simulations of the same turbines have been run at a lower TSR, λ = 3.4, in order to evaluate

the effect of increasing the Reynolds number in stalled cases. Results are summarized in Table II,

and the instantaneous power coefficients are compared in Fig. 21.

At λ = 5.1, close to the peak efficiency, the difference between low Reynolds and high Reynolds

number cases appears only in the upstream phase, where the power coefficient of the high-Re case
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TABLE II. Numerical comparison of the effect of Reynolds number at low and high TSR.

λ = 3.4 λ = 5.1

Re 2 × 105 1 × 106 3 × 105 1.5 × 106

CP 0.158 0.474 0.454 0.508

Relative difference 66.7% 10.6%

θ

λ

λ

λ

λ

FIG. 21. Comparison of instantaneous power coefficient of a single-blade turbine with solidity

σ = 0.1829 at λ = 3.4 and λ = 5.1, for various Reynolds numbers.

reaches a slightly higher value, due to the higher lift and lower drag. There is almost no differences

in the downstream phase, where the effective local Reynolds numbers are lower and relatively

closer between the two simulations.

At λ = 3.4, differences are much more important, mainly due to the fact that for the high-

Reynolds case, the blade does not stall thanks to a stronger boundary layer, which is not the case

in the low-Reynolds case.

Previous studies, e.g.12, suggest that there is more or less a Reynolds number independence

over Re = 5 × 105 in the case of Darrieus turbines. In most practical applications, the Reynolds

number would typically be higher than this value.

C. 3D effects

In this part of the study, a simple single-blade NACA0015 turbine has been used, with blade

aspect ratios of AR = H/c = 7 and AR = 15. Two different end-plates have also been tested in the
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AR = 7 case. The turbine solidity is σ = 0.2857, and simulations are carried out at λ = 4.25 and

Re = 2.5 × 105, slightly past the maximum efficiency tip speed ratio, in order to avoid massive

stall that would require a much finer mesh and time step size, as discussed in section II C.

A simulation is also presented on a full three-blade turbine with blade aspect ratio AR = 7 and

solidity σ = 0.5486 at TSR λ = 3.4 (peak efficiency), in order to confirm the differences observed

on the single-blade turbines.

All those results are compared below to their 2D equivalents.

1. Blade aspect ratio effect

Table III shows the results obtained for the two aspect ratios tested. Figure 22 shows the

contribution of each 10th of half-blade to the overall energy extraction, depending on its position

along the blade span.

TABLE III. Numerical comparison between the performance of 3D turbines with different blade

aspect ratios, and the 2D results for a single blade turbine with σ = 0.2857 at TSR λ = 4.25.

Results for a three-blade turbine with solidity σ = 0.5486 at TSR λ = 3.4 are also provided.

Turbine Number of blades CP 3D/2D performance ratio

2D 1 0.38 –

AR = 7 1 0.16 41.8%

AR = 15 1 0.26 69.0%

2D 3 0.35 –

AR = 7 3 0.19 53.7%

Previous experimental studies14 have shown that a turbine performance is heavily linked to its

blades aspect ratio, with 95% of the 2D efficiency value obtained with AR > 72. As modelling such

turbines requires a very large domain and a large mesh and, would thus be too computationally

expensive, the present comparisons have been made with lower blade aspect ratios.

As expected, the drop is massive with the AR = 7 blade, where only 41.8% of the 2D efficiency

is reached. Doubling the aspect ratio gives a significant boost in efficiency, reaching nearly 70% of

the ideal 2D case. This tendency is in agreement with Li et al. results14.
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FIG. 22. Comparison of the local contribution to CP along the half-blade span for the AR = 7 and

AR = 15 cases.

It is also noteworthy that the AR = 7 simulation of the three-blade turbine gives an efficiency

drop smaller than the one observed in the single-blade case. This is an interesting by-product of

increasing the number of blades (the main objective being smoothing the torque output), which

means that the extraction efficiency is more evenly divided between the blades. On one hand, this

means that each blade performance is worse than in a turbine with fewer blades, especially in the

upstream part of the cycle, where the maximum CP reached is lower. On the other hand, this

decrease in individual performance is beneficial when considering 3D effects and the drop due to

the blade aspect ratio, which is directly linked to the instantaneous lift coefficient. The higher the

lift on a blade, the higher the induced drag associated to the finite-span effect. Thus, with the

same blade aspect ratio, a turbine with similar overall 2D efficiency but an increased number of

blades will perform better thanks to a lower induced drag on the blades. Still, a near 50% drop

in performance with regard to 2D results is massive, and improvements are required on that aspect.

The effect of lengthening the blade is illustrated in Fig. 22 from the contribution of each 10th

of a half-blade span to total CP . The contribution of each blade section is more uniform in the

case of the longer blade (a perfect distribution would be 10% for each 10th of the half-blade span),

meaning that the flow has a more 2D behaviour when using a longer blade. As expected, the

presence of the blade tip is relatively less detrimental with a longer blade.

Fig. 23 shows a visualization of the difference between the center part of the blades and the

wingtips. Extraction performance is heavily linked to the axial velocity downstream of the upstream

blade, as discussed in section III A 1. One can infer the convection difference along the blade span,

with the wingtip vortices being convected about twice as much as the wakes in the center plane.
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FIG. 23. Isosurface of λ2 = −0.15 criterion and contours of Z vorticity on the center plane of a

three-blade turbine, AR = 7, σ = 0.5486, TSR λ = 3.4.

2. End-plates effect

Two types of end-plates have been simulated in order to evaluate the gain in performance made

possible by preventing formation of blade-tip vortices. Figure 24 shows the various configurations

tested and their effect on the pressure at the blades.

The first one consists in a circular flat plate with no thickness, covering the whole blade mesh

area (diameter = 4c). The second one is a 0.15c extension of the blade profile, which we refer to

as the “NACA” end-plate. Figure 25 (similar to Fig. 22) and Table IV compare these results with

those of the 2D and the no-end-plate simulations.

While they help reduce the blade tip effect, end-plates have a significant area exposed to the flow,

and create additional friction drag that results in a resistive torque on the turbine axis, lowering

its efficiency. This cost in efficiency is computed for each case, and is presented in Table IV.

The simulation with the large circular end-plate is interesting in two aspects. The first one is

that it shows that it is possible to have an almost constant load distribution on the blade, closer to

the 2D optimum case (see Fig. 25). The second point is that the Darrieus turbine is very sensitive

to drag, and the benefit of uniform loading is completely annihilated by the energy loss associated

to the drag of this large flat plate.
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a. No end-plate. b. NACA end-plate. c. Circular end-plate.

FIG. 24. Contours of pressure on the blade at θ = 108◦, close to the peak instantaneous CP , for

the three AR = 7 configurations.

TABLE IV. Numerical comparison between the performance of 3D turbines with different end-

plates, and the 2D results.

Turbine End-plate Total CP 3D/2D performance ratio End-plate CP cost

2D – 0.378 – –

AR = 7 none 0.158 41.8% –

AR = 7 circular −0.105 – 0.409

AR = 7 “NACA” 0.188 49.7% 0.017

The NACA end-plate offers slightly less effective spanwise uniformization, but it offers a 10%

efficiency boost compared to the case with no end-plate, which is quite interesting for such a small

end-plate. Most of the improvement is made in the region close to the blade tip (compare Fig. 22

and 25). It shows that a small end-plate device can be quite useful in situations where the blade

aspect ratio is limited, but the design/size of this end-plate is critical, and a badly sized one may

cost a lot more energy than the gain it offers.
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FIG. 25. Comparison of the local contribution to CP along the half-blade span for the AR = 7 case

with and without end-plates.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

This parametric study of fixed-blades turbines shows that the best performing turbines have so-

lidities around σ = 0.2, implying turbines with large radius-to-chord ratios. Most real-size Darrieus

turbines in the 70s had 2 blades, which produced the best efficiency with reasonable turbine radii.

However, torque ripples in such turbines were so important that their mechanical components

always failed in the long term, a significant drawback compared to their HAWT counterparts.

Nowadays, prototypes with three blades (or more) are more common. They have much less torque

ripples but an increased solidity that tends to reduce their maximum efficiency. The simulations

presented here confirm the experimental observations that turbines with solidities around σ = 0.5

display a lower efficiency than ones with lower solidities, contrary to published simulation results

in the 80s. This shows that earlier model are not very efficient in this range of tip speed ratio and

tend to overestimate the efficiency value.

On a design standpoint, expecting great efficiencies “out of the box” for high solidity turbines

is not realistic. However, simulation results for fixed, non-zero, pitch angle cases show that there

is a great potential of improvement in medium tip speed ratios (2 to 4) for turbines with solidity

around 0.5. For example, a small pitch angle adjustment radically changes the efficiency at low tip

speed ratios, by delaying stall. There is also a large sensitivity to the profile thickness, showing the

critical effect of stall behaviour in this particular operating range. These observations open the way

to dynamic pitch control, with the ability to maximize blade lift to drag ratio over a complete cycle.
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The preliminary results from 3D simulations show that high blade aspect ratio AR = H/c

is necessary in order to reduce the drop of efficiency between ideal 2D turbines and real ones.

End-plates may help limiting 3D losses but their size should be minimized in order to limit the

added drag.

Further studies using the proposed of simulation methodology are needed in order to optimize

the efficiency of a Darrieus turbine. More 3D simulations are essential in order to evaluate precisely

the drop between 2D results and an hypothetical real turbine, especially turbines with high blade

aspect ratios. Dynamic pitch control functions could also help improve other aspects of a vertical

axis turbine, such as self-starting or lower torque ripples30–32, especially in configurations that

imply deep stall with fixed blades.
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